
 

Holoform FAQ 

Q. Who is Holoform?

A. Holoform is an award-winning, interior architectural products brand of Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope® (OBE), and part 
of CRH®, the world’s leading building materials manufacturer and supplier.

Holoform is backed by OBE’s network of manufacturing and distribution facilities, with locations within 500 miles of 
all major metropolitan areas. As a vertically integrated organization, we sole-source nearly all of the components for 
our products. This assures design integrity, enables faster delivery, supports American companies, and reduces our 
environmental impact.

Q. What is a Holoform demountable wall system?

A. Holoform demountable glass walls are a flexible, elegant solution for dividing and defining interior spaces. They 
can be disassembled and reconfigured for 100% reuse, without damage to the building and with less waste than 
conventional construction. 

Holoform’s glass walls maximize daylight harvesting, to support energy efficiencies and promote occupant wellness. 
They qualify for multiple Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) credits; the world’s rating system for 
high-performance green buildings.

Q. How do Holoform demountable walls compare to the cost of drywall?

A. The initial cost per lineal foot is higher than drywall. However, this can be offset by the reduced time and labor 
to install, the absence of maintenance costs, and substantial tax benefits. Holoform walls are considered personal 
property by the IRS and therefore, qualify for accelerated depreciation (7 years vs. 39 years for drywall). Additionally, 
they qualify for a Section 179 tax deduction, which may allow a company to expense 100% of the purchase price in  
the first year. Consult your accountant for details.

Q. What is the Realm™ system? 

A. Realm is Holoform’s framed demountable wall system. It features a slim profile and minimalist framing to deliver a 
clean, European-inspired aesthetic. Realm can be customized with an array of system finishes, glass types, hardware, 
doors, and architectural details (i.e. muntins and transoms), to offer architects and designers unparalleled design 
freedom. And because components are sole-sourced, they can rely on a uniform fit and finish.  

Realm is the only sole-sourced framed demountable wall system in the U.S. market, and the only demountable wall 
product to with both a Red Dot Award and Good Design Award.

Q. What makes Realm’s installation process best-in-class?

A. The Realm system was designed specifically to optimize safety, expedite assembly, and solve common installation 
challenges. Competitive advantages include:

 � Realm installers are comprehensively Holoform trained and certified
 � Glass lites are side-loaded, which is safer than traditional lift and drop/set methods
 � Starter tracks and pre-cut miters ensure accuracy and accelerate assembly
 � Internal leveling eliminates the need for external devices, thus reducing errors
 � Realm allows for +/- 1/2” vertical and horizontal movement in the base to adapt to building variances
 � Installation efficiencies can reduce project timelines up to 25% vs. competitors
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Q. How does Realm compare in acoustic performance and STC ratings?  

A. The Realm single-glazed system with 1/2” tempered glass has an ATI-certified 35 STC rating. The Realm double-
glazed system with 1/2” over 3/8” tempered glass has an ATI-certified 45 STC rating. Both ratings are exceptional 
from a competitive standpoint. And they reflect the performance of the entire system; not just the glass. 
Additionally, Realm’s sliding doors seal securely into frame, which assures a consistent STC rating across the system.

It is important to note that STC ratings are measured in a lab, therefore other factors in each unique office 
environment (i.e. building materials, flanking paths, environmental noise) will impact sound mitigation. When 
comparing competitors’ STCs, request the tests, and keep in mind that it’s an imprecise science.  

Q. What is the Aura™ system? 

A. Aura is Holoform’s frameless demountable wall system. The absence of vertical channels and door frames 
creates the appearance of seamless, floor-to-ceiling expanses of glass. Like the Realm system, Aura features a slim 
profile and clean European aesthetic, and is 100% reconfigurable and reusable.

Aura can be customized with 1/2” or 3/8” clear tempered monolithic (single-glazed) glass, and frameless glass 
swing or sliding doors. It provides physical separation, maximizes daylighting, and assures a premium aesthetic, all 
at a value price point. When sound attenuation needs are minimal and projects require value-engineering, Aura is 
the preferred design solution.

Q. What types of doors does Holoform offer?

A. Holoform’s Door Program features a selection of door types to deliver on discrete design preferences and space 
requirements. Door styles for the Realm system include frameless, asymmetrical framed, wide stile framed, solid 
core wood, and wood with glass inserts. (Note: Wood styles come in diverse finishes as well as custom laminates 
and 12 stain options.) The Aura frameless system accepts frameless door styles. Both Realm and Aura systems can 
be customized with swing or sliding doors.

Q. What types of hardware options does Holoform offer?

A. Holoform’s Door Program also includes a contemporary selection of hardware in system-matching finishes. From 
non-locking/locking ladder pulls to cylindrical, mortise, and electronic locks, Holoform’s hardware components are 
designed for a minimalist aesthetic and lasting performance. Consult your Holoform sales representative to learn 
which components are available for Realm and Aura systems.

Q. Why is glass edge bonding tape better than silicone or polycarbonate connectors?  

A. Holoform demountable walls utilize our proprietary double-sided acrylic bonding tape, SimpleSeam™. Unlike 
silicone connectors that yellow (and shrink) over time, or polycarbonate joints that visibly interrupt the glass, 
SimpleSeam creates an invisible façade for maximum transparency and clarity. Applied glass-to-glass, it provides 
immediate bonding and curing and lasting adhesion. SimpleSeam dissipates vibrations and stress forces to 
support sound mitigation and durability. And our SimpleSeam Glass Tape Applicator assures a precise edge for 
installation ease and accuracy.

Q. What is Holoform’s project lead time?

A. As a vertically integrated organization with manufacturing and distribution facilities nationwide, Holoform 
provides industry-leading project timelines. Holoform offers 4-week initial delivery upon receipt of approved 
drawings for expedited staging and installation. 

Additionally, Holoform’s certified installers and built-in installation efficiencies can further reduce project timelines 
by as much as 25%. And should changes be required, Holoform’s local access to glass and extrusion facilities 
enables swift fulfillment and cost-efficiencies, providing tremendous value for project partners. 
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